Six years ago I embarked on the construction project of a new home in Brookville. After a year
or two of working with the architects, town, etc.. and the plans I was left with, I realized that I
must pick the best builder possible, because after working at length with the drawings I
ultimately realized how flawed they really were and that they were filled with inaccuracies and
deficiencies.
After meeting with a handful of builders, all highly recommended and relatively well known,
my mother, a successful real estate agent on long island who sees many homes, remarked to me
of the many fine homes and reputation of a builder named Jim Gerold. I met with Jim, visited
some of his projects and admired the distinctive craftsmanship, level of detail and quality of his
work.
His manner, dedication and commitment to his work were notably apparent. His guidance,
intellect, invaluable experience and commitment to quality and 'doing the job right' are only a
part of what sets Jim apart from any other builder. I'd say he's a rare breed, but I know of no
other like him. Jim's integrity is in a class all it's own. He is an advocate for the homeowner, fair
and honest, yet intuitive and highly adept in dealing with all trades involved on the job. He
takes no shortcuts when it comes to quality. He's not out to deceive the homeowner in any
way--something that ANYone I've spoken to that has dealt with any builder in the past has
complaints about or is revealed in years to come. In fact, as time passes, and you're living in
your home, and years later, no leaks, no cracks, no issues, one only becomes even more aware
of the true quality and value of his! work
.
Most people I know, have no relationship with their former builder. Jim is a man who stands
behind his work and the relationsihps that he builds. I consider it an honor to have worked with
Jim. Both him and his lovely wife Eileen, will always be thought of with the highest regard by
me and my family. Please feel free to give my name and number as a personal and professional
reference to anyone, at anytime in the future.
With my sincere gratitude and appreciation always,
Michele Aseel

